
On May 23rd, Dr. David Bach, a neuroscientist and the Founder and President of The 
Platypus Institute, gave ISAE a presentation on how to rewire your brain for optimal 
performance.  
 
Dr. Bach’s presentation focused on how we can use cutting-edge breakthroughs in 
neuroscience to dramatically improve our effectiveness and our lives. His central 
theme was when you use neuroscience to identify and rewire targeted unconscious 
behavior patterns, you can massively improve your performance without the use of 
willpower. Building on this theme, Dr. Bach’s presentation covered three specific 
topics: 
 
First, Dr. Bach presented research about the unconscious mind and made the 
points that: (i) most of our behaviors are unconscious in nature; and (ii) because of 
that, our unconscious behavior patterns have a dramatic impact on our 
effectiveness.   
 
Second, David talked about how neural pathways get rewired in the brain and, in 
particular, he described a 3-step paradigm (Measure, Interrupt, Replace) that has 
recently emerged in the neuroscience community – and how it can be used to 
rapidly rewire unconscious neural pathways that limit our effectiveness.  
 
The basic principles Dr. Bach described associated with this 3-step paradigm are: 

1. Measure. When you identify and measure unconscious behaviors, it creates a 
foundation that allows rewiring to happen. 

2. Interrupt. When you continuously and vigorously interrupt a behavior for 
approximately 30 days, the neural pathway associated with that behavior 
will dissolve. 

3. Replace. When you replace the behavior pattern with a more optimal one, 
your brain will rewire itself to make the new pattern automatic.  

 
Finally, David described several practical tools we can use to apply the “Measure, 
Interrupt, Replace” paradigm in our day-to-day lives. Much of this section focused on 
how these principles can be applied for stress management, which was a major 
concern for those who attended the talk. In addition to describing how to rewire 
stress, Dr. Bach explained what “stress” is from a biochemical perspective – how it’s 
good for us in small doses but harmful if we have too much of it.  
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